Abstract: Proposed here is a "Motion Averaging Method", for the analysis of motion data of musical performance on expressing emotion obtained by a motion capture system. The method is made to analyze the motion on expressing any emotion on playing the snare drum. Specifically, the motions for an etude with each of emotion (tenderness/happiness/anger/fear/sadness) played by three trained percussionists were recorded by using a motion capture system. Obtained data (*.trc) were corrected and then adjusted among them by shifting and rotating player's position, so as to compensate the difference of position of players on recording. Moreover, the difference among each performance in time is uniformed by stretching (expanding or contracting) the motion data based on the impact time of the performance. Expanded or contracted data were then averaged for each emotion. Obtained motion is called an "averaged motion", which shows common motion of the performance on expressing each of an emotion. Features of the averaged motions for each emotion are measured by observing differences and tendencies among each player were investigated. This study shows a list of features of motion on playing the snare drum by three trained players. We also discuss about the application of the method.
Introduction
The important aspects of musical performance are both the sound and its motion. Sounds of musical performance have been analyzed in order to describe the artistic deviation for the performance [Seashore, 1938] . The analysis of motion has been conducted, and a study pointed out the importance of motion on informing the style of performance to listeners [Davidson, 1993] . Concerning the snare drum performance, several studies are conducted such as the extraction of motion of arms [Dahl, 2006] and measurement of physical loads for players with respect to the rebound of snare head when stroking [Miura, 2012] . Although the studies have been clarified several aspects of drummers, the average features of performance among recorded has not been discussed. Here discusses a method for obtaining the average feature for several performances, by obtaining the averaged data of motion capture. We name the method as "Motion Averaging Method (MAM)". By using the MAM, we will understand the entire list of feature of emotional performance visually, and then it is expected that we will specify the characteristic feature of motion.
Here we focus on the motion of snare drum performance. Performers are asked to play an etude of solo snare drum with expression of each of five basic emotion (Juslin and Sloboda, 2001) or non -emotion. We record the snare drum performance by using a motion capture system and obtain an averaged motion for recorded multiple performances by using the MAM. Then we will obtain the characteristic of emotion in the averaged motion. The obtained characteristic is independent to the player, tempo, or other aspects, so it is thought as to depend on only the difference of emotion.
Measurement of snare drum performance

Outline of experiment
Snare drum performances are recorded by a motion capture system. Employed players are a professional and two students majoring percussion instruments. The employed etude is extracted from a famous textbook in Japan [Imamura and Tsukada, 2005] . Musical score of it is shown in Fig.1 . We ask all the players to play it under each of six emotions such as tenderness, happiness, sadness, fear, anger, or non-emotion. The tempo of each performance is up to each player, but they are asked to keep it in each performance as much as possible. Number of trial for each emotion is two, so that we obtain 36 patterns of performance, comprised of 3 players, 6 patterns of emotion, and 2 trials. The obtained data is named as "emotional performance", derived from the fact that each performance is assumed to represent one of each emotion. 
Recording environment
We record the performances at a studio in Department of Music, Nihon University. Employed snare drum is SQ2 by SONOR Corp.. Employed motion capture system is the MAC 3D System of Motion Analysis Corp.., which is an optical motion capture system. Recoding rate is 200 Hz with a shutter speed of 1 msec. The 30 markers in total are comprised of 23 markers in player's body and 4 for the edges of two drumsticks and 3 located on the drumhead are employed. Positions of markers are shown in Fig.2 . The set of data comprised of 30 points of 3 dimension M Epi is obtained, where E means ID of emotion (E = T (tenderness), H (happiness), S (sadness), F (fear), A (anger), N (non -emotion), p means ID of performance ( p =1, 2, …, 6 ), and i means ID of frame (i =1, 2, …, I). Several data of lacked are interpolated by a linear interpolation method. As well, the sound is obtained by a microphone (SM -58, SHURE Inc.,) and a sound recorder (HD-P2, TASCAM Inc.,). 
Motion Averaging Method
Outline
The motion averaging methods (MAM) provides an average of each motion from a viewpoint of time and space. In other words, the MAM conducts an adjustment for time axis and for the location of each maker on the 3-dimensional space. To do so, it requires adjusting position of players and expansion of motion data for time axis.
Averaging for the location of each maker on 3-dimensional space
Subtle differences due to the difference of position for player are usually shown in the recorded data of motion capture system. In order to adjust them, we obtain the average location of the three markers located on the drumhead, named as (x, y, z). Then, we assume the (x, y, z) as (0, 0, 0), and all the markers are shifted based on the amount of the shift of the average of three mark ers. After that, we need to consider the difference of angle of player. Then we obtain the angle by observing the average of two markers located in each shoulder and (x, y, z). Therefore we determine a standard from obtained 36 patterns and the other 35 patterns are rotated.
Averaging for time axis
We use the acoustic signal recorded with the motion capture data, and we estimate each impact time for recorded signal by using a previous method based on the spectral flux of obtained signal (Shimazu & Miura, 2011) . Then the sequence of impact time O Epj is estimated, where j means ID of impact (j =1, 2, …, J). Then we made a correspondence relation for each of O Epj to a frame of motion capture data M Epj . Since the motion data is recorded at a rate of 200 Hz, the impact time should be corresponded to the nearest frame of motion capture data. Then frames of motion capture data are relabeled as M Epj .
We obtained the average of impact sequence, in other words, by using the O Epj , we obtain the average impact time for each performance, which is named as O j , and it is obtained as . 36
After obtaining O j , we obtain the expanded or contracted motions by observing the average sequence of impact for all performances.
Firstly we obtain the IOI between two consecutive impacts, O j and O j+1 , and all motion data is expanded or contracted for all impacts and for all performance. In other words, the data of M Epj and M Epj+1 are expanded or contracted. This is done for all motion capture data. Then the modified motion capture data for all the recorded performance M Epk is then obtained, where k means ID of frame (k =1, 2, …, K). Outline of expansion or contraction of motion data is shown in Fig.3 .
Impact time obtained from acoustic waveform 
Averaged motion
The M Epk contains no difference for position, angle, and impact times. Therefore the averaged motion for the performance is newly able to be obtained. Here we obtained the average of M Epk , named as
is represented as a matrix of 90 (30 markers for 3-dimension) and number of frame (K =4,119). We name it here as an "Averaged motion". The outline of obtaining the averaged motion is shown in Fig. 4 . 
Reproduction experiment
Outline
Here tries to clarify the possibility of correctly informing the emotion to the listener by the averaged motion. Subjects are asked to answer each of five emotions for movie generated by the averaged motion. We also employ the recorded motion and video data. If the rate of correct answer is significantly larger than the chance level (20%, in this case), we can confirm the validity of averaged motion from a cognitive viewpoint.
We present the subjects each of stimuli such as recorded motion, averaged motion, or recorded video for five emotions. Thus the number of patterns is 15, comprised of 5 emotions and 3 types of stimulus. We present them randomly two times for each, and then the subjects are required to answer for given 30 patterns. Since the video is expected to answer for other stimuli, they are presented as final set of stimuli. Subjects are five students majoring informatics engineering.
Results
The correct ratio for recorded, averaged, and video are obtained, where each ratio is calculated based on the number of correct answer. All of the results for recorded, averaged and video are evaluated by the test of significant difference such as Tukey HSD, Dunnet T3, and Dunnet C test, so no significant difference among recorded, averaged and video is confirmed. Moreover, correct ratio s for all of them are confirmed as significantly higher than the chance level. Therefore, we can say that the averaged motion is comparative to recorded and video motion in terms of informing the emotion to people.
Extraction of specific features from the averaged motion
For the averaged motions, we extract manually 14 features, where the 13 features are concerning stroke motion of player, and the other is concerning the variation of motion among players calculated by the deviation from the averaged motion to each 6 patterns of motion. Statistical value for each features are obtained and listed for each emotion in Figure 5 . As shown in Fig.5 , most of features correspond to the axis of activity. However, several features do not correspond to each axis of Juslins's emotional plane, but to specific emotion such as tenderness and fear. Therefore, by using the MAM, we can easily understand visually the characteristic of motion and obtain the features of motion.
Conclusion and future works
In this paper, we propose a method of averaging the motion capture data for emotional performance by a snare drum. For the data obtained by a motion capture system, we obtained an averaged motion by shifting and rotating in a 3-dimentional space, and expanding or contracting the data in time axis. Then the characteristic features of emotional performance are manually extracted by observing the averaged motion. So we can say that the characteristic of the motion can be visually confirmed by the averaged motion. Moreover, the result of the MAM is that the averaged motions are newly obtained and the feature of motions can be discussed.
Feature works are to do an experiment with a mixture of emotion, such as anger motion with sad sound for example, and we will obtain results of superior-inferior relation among audio-visual perception. Moreover, in case of recognizing emotion from music, which is dominant between sound and motion will be discussed in near future.
